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Manifolds endowed with torsion and nonmetricity are interesting both from the physical and the
mathematical points of view. In this paper, we generalize some results presented in the literature. We study
Einstein manifolds (i.e., manifolds whose symmetrized Ricci tensor is proportional to the metric) in d
dimensions with nonvanishing torsion that has both a trace and a traceless part, and analyze invariance
under extended conformal transformations of the corresponding field equations. Then, we compare our
results to the case of Einstein manifolds with zero torsion and nonvanishing nonmetricity, where the latter is
given in terms of the Weyl vector (Einstein-Weyl spaces). We find that the trace part of the torsion can
alternatively be interpreted as the trace part of the nonmetricity. The analysis is subsequently extended to
Einstein spaces with both torsion and nonmetricity, where we also discuss the general setting in which the
nonmetricity tensor has both a trace and a traceless part. Moreover, we consider and investigate actions
involving scalar curvatures obtained from torsionful or nonmetric connections, analyzing their relations
with other gravitational theories that appeared previously in the literature. In particular, we show that the
Einstein-Cartan action and the scale invariant gravity (also known as conformal gravity) action describe the
same dynamics. Then, we consider the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a three-form field strength and
show that its equations of motion imply that the manifold is Einstein with totally antisymmetric torsion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.044011

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 19th century, the branches of mathematics and
physics experienced an extraordinary progress with the
emergence of non-Euclidean geometry. In particular, the
development of Riemannian geometry led to many impor-
tant results, among which is the rigorous mathematical
formulation of Einstein’s general relativity.
In spite of the success and predictive power of general

relativity, there are still some open problems and questions,
whose understanding and solution may need the formu-
lation of a new theoretical framework as well as general-
izations and extensions of Riemannian geometry. One
possible way of generalizing Riemannian geometry con-
sists in allowing for nonvanishing torsion and nonmetricity
(metric affine gravity) [1] (see also [2–8] and the recent
work [9]). There are several physical (and mathematical)
reasons which motivate the introduction of torsion or
nonmetricity in the context of gravitational theories (see
[1] for details). For instance, nonmetricity is a measure for
the violation of local Lorentz invariance, which has been
attracting some interest recently. Furthermore, nonmetricity
and torsion find applications in the theory of defects in
crystals, where, in particular, nonmetricity describes the

density of point defects, while torsion is interpreted as
density in line defects [10]. Moreover, as shown in [11],
incorporating torsion and nonmetricity may allow to
explore new physics associated with defects in a hypo-
thetical spacetime microstructure. Recently, in [12–14] the
authors discussed the propagation of matter fields in
theories with torsion and nonmetricity. Further applications
include quantum gravity [15] and cosmology [16–18].
Moreover, torsion is related to the translation group and

to the energy-momentum tensor of matter, while non-
metricity is related to the group GLð4;RÞ=SOð3; 1Þ (in
four dimensions) and to the hypermomentum current (see
Refs. [5,6,8], where, in particular in the latter, equations of
motion in metric affine manifolds were studied); the trace
of the nonmetricity (the Weyl vector) is related to the scale
group and to the dilation (or scale) current. In particular, in
matter the shear and dilation currents couple to nonme-
tricity, and they are its sources. It is to the dilation current
that the Weyl vector is coupled.
Historically, a remarkable generalization of Riemannian

geometry was first proposed in 1918 by Weyl (cf. e.g.,
[19–22] for an introduction), who introduced an additional
symmetry in an attempt of unifying electromagnetism with
gravity geometrically [23,24]. In Weyl’s theory, both the
direction and the length of vectors are allowed to vary under
parallel transport. However, Weyl’s attempt to identify the
trace part of the connection associated with stretching and
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contraction with the vector potential of electromagnetism
failed, due to observational inconsistencies (see e.g., [25]
for details). Subsequently, there were many attempts to
adjust the theory. Finally, following [26], Weyl showed
that a satisfactory theory of electromagnetism can be
achieved if the scale factor is replaced by a complex phase.
This was the origin of what is now well known as the U(1)
gauge theory.1

The trace part of the connection introduced by Weyl is
known as the Weyl vector. When it is given by the gradient
of a function, there exists a scale transformation (dilatation)
that sets the vector to zero. In this case, Weyl geometry is
said to be integrable (parallel transported vectors along
closed paths return with unaltered lengths) and there
exists a subclass of global gauges in which the geometry
is Riemannian.
Although Weyl’s theory of electromagnetism fails, there

has been a renewed interest in it [28,29]. Indeed, there are
motivations for seeking a deeper understanding of general
relativity formulated within the framework of Weyl geom-
etry (and especially of integrable Weyl geometry), in
particular concerning scale invariant general relativity
and higher symmetry approaches to gravity involving
conformal invariance [25]. Always in Weyl’s perspective,
conformal (higher curvature) gravity theories were con-
structed and studied in detail in [30–32]. Furthermore, in
[33] an observational constraint to the nonintegrability of
lengths in the original Weyl theory was placed for the
first time.
AWeyl manifold is a conformal manifold equipped with

a torsionless but nonmetric connection, called Weyl con-
nection, preserving the conformal structure. Then, it is said
to be Einstein-Weyl if the symmetric, trace-free part of the
Ricci tensor of this connection vanishes (and the symmetric
part of the Ricci tensor of the Weyl connection is propor-
tional to the metric). Thus, Einstein-Weyl manifolds
represent the analog of Einstein spaces in Weyl geometry
and are less trivial than the latter, which have necessarily
constant curvature in three dimensions.
Einstein-Weyl spaces were studied in [34–46], and they

are also relevant in the context of (fake) supersymmetric
supergravity solutions [47–52]. Einstein-Weyl geometry is
particularly rich in three dimensions [34,35], where it has
an equivalent formulation in twistor theory [53], which
provides a tool for constructing self-dual four-dimensional
geometries. Self-dual conformal four-manifolds play a
central role in low-dimensional differential geometry,
and a key tool in this context is provided by the so-called
Jones-Tod correspondence [54], in which the reduction of
the self-duality equation by a conformal vector field is
given by the Einstein-Weyl equation together with the
linear equation for an Abelian monopole (in other words,

the Jones-Tod correspondence is a correspondence between
a self-dual space with symmetry and an Einstein-Weyl
space with a monopole). Einstein-Weyl structures are also
related to certain integrable systems, like the SUð∞Þ Toda
field equations [55] or the dispersionless Kadomtsev-
Petviashvili equation [56].
On the other hand, as already mentioned, another

generalization of Riemannian geometry is given by the
introduction of a nonvanishing torsion, which is the case for
the Einstein-Cartan theory [57–61], where the geometrical
structure of the manifold is modified by allowing for an
antisymmetric part of the affine connection (see also [62]
for a recent review on torsional constructions and metric
affine gauge theories). Cartan suggested that spacetime
torsion is related to the intrinsic angular momentum, before
the concept of spin was introduced. Cartan’s theory was
then reinterpreted as a theory of gravitation with spin and
torsion [63–65]. Subsequently, the introduction of a non-
vanishing torsion has been widely analyzed in general
relativity and in the setting of teleparallel gravities [66–72],
as well as in other contexts. In particular, in [73,74] the
torsion tensor was related to the Kalb-Ramond field [75].
Furthermore, the relation between torsion and conformal
symmetry was studied by several authors, and it turned out
that torsion plays an important role in conformal invariance
of the action and behaves like an effective gauge field
[76,77]. Subsequently it was shown that in the nonmini-
mally coupled metric-scalar-torsion theory, for some spe-
cial choice of the action, torsion acts as a compensating
field and the full theory is conformally equivalent to
general relativity at a classical level [78,79]. More recently,
in [80] the metric-torsional conformal curvature of four-
dimensional spacetime was constructed, and in [81] differ-
ent types of torsion were investigated, together with their
effect on the dynamics and conformal properties of fields.
Conformal invariance was also analyzed in generalizations
of Einstein-Cartan spaces including nonmetricity [82–85],
and in [86] an exhaustive classification of metric affine
theories according to their scale symmetries was presented
(see also [87]). Finally, in a cosmological context, it was
proposed in [88,89] that a nonvanishing torsion can serve as
an origin for dark energy. Let us also mention, here, that a
generic theory (without matter) involving terms quadratic
in torsion and nonmetricity will be classically equivalent at
low energy to Einstein’s theory, as discussed in [90] and
references therein. From a mathematical point of view,
Einstein manifolds with skew-symmetric torsion (i.e.,
totally antisymmetric torsion) were analyzed in [91,92].
Motivated by the fact that nonmetric and torsionful

connections are interesting both from the physical and
the mathematical point of view, in this paper we generalize
some results presented previously in the literature. In
particular, we study Einstein manifolds in d dimensions
with nonvanishing torsion that has both a trace and a
traceless part, and we analyze invariance under extended
conformal transformations (see Refs. [78,82], where these

1See [27] and references therein for interesting details on “the
dawning of gauge theory.”
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transformations are defined for metric affine spaces) in
this context. Then, we compare our results to the case of
Einstein spaces with zero torsion and nonvanishing non-
metricity, where the latter is given in terms of the Weyl
vector. We find that the trace part of the torsion can
alternatively be interpreted as the trace part of the non-
metricity. Subsequently, we extend our analysis to the case of
Einstein manifolds with both torsion and nonmetricity
(Einstein-Cartan-Weyl spaces), where we allow for both a
trace and a traceless part of the nonmetricity tensor. Finally,
we construct and investigate actions involving scalar curva-
tures obtained from torsionful or nonmetric connections, and
analyze their relations with other gravitational theories
known in the literature. In particular, we consider the
Einstein-Cartan action and discuss its relationship with scale
invariant gravity (also known as conformal gravity, which is
invariant under Weyl transformations) [93–102], showing
that they describe the same dynamics. Then, we study the
Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a three-form Hμνρ and
show that its equations of motion imply that the manifold is
Einstein with skew-symmetric torsion. Furthermore, it turns
out that the equations of motion of Einstein gravity coupled
to a three-form may also be retrieved from a constrained
action that contains the scalar curvature of a connection with
torsion. Let us specify that in this work we will focus on the
vacuum, without considering matter.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In

Sec. II, we consider Einstein spaces with torsion that has
both a trace and a traceless part. In particular, we find
the field equations satisfied by an Einstein-Cartan space.
Then, the invariance under extended conformal (Weyl)
transformations of the latter is studied and the results are
compared to the case of Einstein-Weyl manifolds, which
have nonvanishing nonmetricity but zero torsion. In
Sec. III, we extend the analysis to Einstein-Cartan-Weyl
manifolds, and add thereby also a traceless part to the
nonmetricity tensor. In Sec. IV, the Weyl invariant Einstein-
Cartan action is studied and shown to be equivalent to scale
invariant gravity (i.e., conformal gravity), which involves
the presence of a scalar field ϕ. Subsequently, in Sec. V we
consider the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a three-
form, and show that the resulting field equations imply that
the space is Einstein with torsion, where the latter is
proportional to Hμνρ. We conclude our work with some
comments and possible future developments. In the
Appendix we collect some technical details.

II. EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS WITH TORSION

We first consider a d-dimensional Einstein manifold with
metric gμν and nonvanishing torsion (i.e., a so-called
Einstein-Cartan manifold).2 The connection Γλ

μν can be
decomposed as

Γλ
μν ¼ Γ̃λ

μν þ Nλ
μν; ð2:1Þ

where Γ̃λ
μν are the connection coefficients of the Levi-

Civita connection (i.e., the Christoffel symbols) and Nλ
μν is

called the distortion. Here, the latter can be written as3

Nλμν ¼
1

2
ðTνλμ − Tλνμ − TμνλÞ; ð2:2Þ

where Γλ
μν ¼ eaλTa

μν is the torsion,
4 antisymmetric in the

last two indices,

Γλ
μν ¼ Γλ

μν − Γλ
νμ: ð2:3Þ

Let us also introduce the contorsion (or contortion),
antisymmetric in the first two indices,

Kνλμ ¼
1

2
ðTνλμ − Tλνμ − TμνλÞ: ð2:4Þ

Observe that the distortion (2.2) can then be written as

Nλμν ¼ Kνλμ: ð2:5Þ

In [91,92], Einstein manifolds with skew-symmetric tor-
sion were analyzed. Below, we shall consider a general
decomposition of the torsion tensor, which can be decom-
posed in a traceless and a trace part as

Γλ
μν ¼ T̆λ

μν þ
1

d − 1
ðδλνTμ − δλμTνÞ: ð2:6Þ

In particular, we have T̆ν
μν ¼ 0 and Tμ ≡ Tν

μν. Notice that
2Nλ½μν� ¼ Tλ

μν. The distortion (2.5) becomes then

Nλμν ¼
1

2
ðTνλμ − Tλνμ − TμνλÞ ¼ Kνλμ

¼ 1

2
ðT̆νλμ − T̆λνμ − T̆μνλÞ þ

1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − gμλTνÞ;

ð2:7Þ

and thus (2.1) reads

2Our convention for the metric signature is ð−;þ;þ; � � � ;þÞ.

3As we will see in Sec. III, in the case of torsionful, nonmetric
connections the distortion is generally defined as Nλμν ¼
1
2
ðTνλμ − Tλνμ − TμνλÞ þ 1

2
ðQλμν þQλνμ −QμλνÞ, where Qλμν is

the nonmetricity tensor (we will introduce and define it later).
In the present section we first restrict ourselves to the case
of vanishing nonmetricity, namely we consider a metric,
torsionful connection. The nonmetric torsion-free case [where
Nλμν ¼ 1

2
ðQλμν þQλνμ −QμλνÞ] will be discussed at the end of

the current section when we will explore Einstein-Weyl spaces.
4eaλ denotes the inverse vielbein and early latin indices a; b;…

refer to the tangent space. The torsion two-form is defined as
Ta ¼ dea þ ωa

b ∧ eb.
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Γλ
μν ¼ Γ̃λ

μν þ
1

2
ðT̆ν

λ
μ − T̆λ

νμ − T̆μν
λÞ

þ 1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − δμ

λTνÞ: ð2:8Þ

The explicit expression for the Riemann tensor R̃λ
ρμν ¼

∂μΓλ
νρ − ∂νΓλ

μρ þ Γλ
μσΓσ

νρ − Γλ
νσΓσ

μρ of the Einstein-
Cartan connection Γλ

μν is given in the Appendix [see
Eq. (A1)]. There as well as in the following, ∇ denotes
the covariant derivative of the Levi-Civita connection. The
corresponding Ricci tensor Rρν ¼ Rμ

ρμν is given by (A2).
In particular, one gets

R½ρν� ¼
d − 2

d − 1
∇½νTρ� −

1

2
T̆μσ½νT̆ρ�μσ −

1

d − 1
TμT̆ ½ρν�μ

þ 2 − d
2ðd − 1ÞT

μT̆μνρ þ
1

2
∇μT̆

μ
νρ: ð2:9Þ

Note that if we set the traceless part of the torsion to zero,
T̆λ

μν ¼ 0, we are left with

R½ρν� ¼
d − 2

d − 1
∇½νTρ� ¼

d − 2

d − 1
∂ ½νTρ� ≡ d − 2

2ðd − 1ÞFνρ;

ð2:10Þ

where

Fνρ ≡ ∂νTρ − ∂ρTν: ð2:11Þ

In general, one has thus

R½ρν� ¼
d − 2

2ðd − 1ÞFνρ −
1

2
T̆μσ½νT̆ρ�μσ −

1

d − 1
TμT̆ ½ρν�μ

þ 2 − d
2ðd − 1ÞT

μT̆μνρ þ
1

2
∇μT̆

μ
νρ: ð2:12Þ

One can also construct another Ricci tensor by contracting
the second and the third index of the Riemann tensor.
However, the Ricci tensor obtained in this way coincides
with (A2), since Rλρμν ¼ −Rρλμν is still valid (while it fails
to be for nonmetric connections).
The Ricci scalar reads

R ¼ gρνRρν ¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞ
ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ

þ 1

4
T̆μνρT̆

μνρ −
1

2
T̆νρμT̆

μνρ: ð2:13Þ

Let us now define an Einstein space with torsion by

RðρνÞ ¼ λgρν ð2:14Þ

for some function λ. Using (A2), this becomes

R̃ρν þ
1

d − 1
½gρν∇μTμ þ ðd − 2Þ∇ðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞTμT̆ðρνÞμ�

þ 1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ð2 − dÞgρνTμTμ þ ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

4
T̆ρ

μσT̆νμσ −
1

2
T̆μσðρT̆νÞμσ −∇μT̆ðρνÞμ ¼ λgρν; ð2:15Þ

whose trace yields

R̃þ 2∇μTμ −
d − 2

d − 1
TμTμ þ 1

4
T̆μρσT̆μρσ −

1

2
T̆μρσT̆ρσμ ¼ λd;

ð2:16Þ

and thus

λ ¼ 1

d

�
R̃þ 2∇μTμ −

d − 2

d − 1
TμTμ þ 1

4
T̆μρσT̆μρσ −

1

2
T̆μρσT̆ρσμ

�
: ð2:17Þ

Hence, in terms of Riemannian data, (2.14) becomes

R̃ρν þ
1

d − 1
½ðd − 2Þ∇ðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞTμT̆ðρνÞμ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

4
T̆ρ

μσT̆νμσ −
1

2
T̆μσðρT̆νÞμσ −∇μT̆ðρνÞμ

¼ 1

d
gρν

�
R̃þ d − 2

d − 1
∇μTμ þ d − 2

ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ 1

4
T̆μτσT̆μτσ −

1

2
T̆μτσT̆τσμ

�
; ð2:18Þ

which is a set of nonlinear partial differential equations characterizing an Einstein manifold with torsion, henceforth termed
Einstein-Cartan space.
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A. Extended conformal invariance
in Einstein-Cartan manifolds

Wewill now show that (2.14) is invariant under extended
conformal transformations discussed in [78]. Thus, let us
consider the extended conformal (Weyl) transformations

gμν ↦ g0μν ¼ e2ωgμν;

Tλ
μν ↦ T 0λ

μν ¼ Tλ
μν þ δλν∂μω − δλμ∂νω; ð2:19Þ

where ω ¼ ωðxÞ is an arbitrary scalar field. Therefore, we
have

Tμ ↦ T 0
μ ¼ Tμ þ ðd − 1Þ∂μω; T̆λ

μν ↦ T̆ 0λ
μν ¼ T̆λ

μν:

ð2:20Þ

Moreover, (2.19) leads to the following transformation for
the connection:

Γρ
μν ↦ Γ0ρ

μν ¼ Γρ
μν þ δρν∂μω; ð2:21Þ

which is called, specifically, a special projective transfor-
mation of the connection (see, for instance, Refs. [86,87]),
also known as λ transformation. Let us observe that,
actually, the combination of the conformal metric trans-
formation in (2.19) plus the special projective transforma-
tion (2.21) of the affine connection is called a frame
rescaling (see Refs. [86,87], where frame rescalings have
been considered in metric affine spaces, also including
Einstein-Cartan ones).
For the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar

curvature, we get respectively

Rσ
ρμν ↦ R0σ

ρμν ¼ Rσ
ρμν;

Rρν ↦ R0
ρν ¼ Rρν;

R ↦ R0 ¼ e−2ωR: ð2:22Þ

Now, (2.14) implies R ¼ λd, so that (2.14) is equivalent to

RðρνÞ ¼
1

d
Rgρν; ð2:23Þ

which is obviously invariant under extended conformal
transformations given by (2.19).

B. Comparison with Einstein-Weyl spaces

AWeyl structure on a manifold Σ consists of a conformal
structure ½g� ¼ ffgjf∶Σ → Rþg, and a torsion-free con-
nection ∇̂ fulfilling

∇̂νgλμ ¼ 2Θνgλμ; ð2:24Þ

for some one-form Θ on Σ (the Weyl vector). The condition
(2.24) is invariant under the transformation

gμν ↦ g0μν ¼ e2ωgμν; Θμ ↦ Θ0
μ ¼ Θμ þ ∂μω: ð2:25Þ

One can then define the nonmetricity tensor, which reads

Qμνλ ¼ −∇̂νgλμ ¼ −2Θνgλμ: ð2:26Þ

In this case the distortion is given by

Nλ
μν ¼

1

2
ðQλμν þQλνμ −QμλνÞ

¼ −δλνΘμ − δλμΘν þ Θλgμν: ð2:27Þ

AWeyl structure is said to be Einstein-Weyl [20] if the
symmetrized Ricci tensorWρν of ∇̂ is proportional to some
metric g ∈ ½g�,

WðρνÞ ¼
1

d
gρνW; ð2:28Þ

where W is the scalar curvature of the Weyl connection ∇̂.
It is given by5

W ¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞΘμΘμ þ 2ðd − 1Þ∇μΘμ: ð2:29Þ

The condition (2.28) can be rewritten in terms of
Riemannian data as

R̃ρν þ ðd − 2ÞΘρΘν þ ðd − 2Þ∇ðνΘρÞ

¼ 1

d
gρν½R̃þ ðd − 2Þ∇μΘμ þ ðd − 2ÞΘμΘμ�: ð2:30Þ

The scope of this subsection is to compare the field
equations for Einstein manifolds with torsion, (2.18), with
the Einstein-Weyl equations (2.30). To this end, let us
define

Aμ ≡ Tμ

d − 1
; ð2:31Þ

such that, under the first transformation in (2.20), we have

Aμ ↦ A0
μ ¼ Aμ þ ∂μω: ð2:32Þ

Using (2.31) in (2.18), one gets

R̃ρν þ ðd − 2ÞAρAν þ ðd − 2Þ∇ðνAρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞAμT̆ðρνÞμ

þ 1

4
T̆ðρμσT̆νÞμσ −

1

2
T̆μσðρT̆νÞμσ −∇μT̆ðρνÞμ

¼ 1

d
gρν

�
R̃þ ðd − 2Þ∇μAμ þ ðd − 2ÞAμAμ

þ 1

4
T̆μτσT̆μτσ −

1

2
T̆μτσT̆τσμ

�
: ð2:33Þ

5See also the results of sec. III in the case of zero torsion.
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Thus, for T̆λ
μν ¼ 0, (2.33) exactly coincides with (2.30) if

we identify Aμ with Θμ, i.e., Tμ → ðd − 1ÞΘμ. This is
actually not surprising, since for T̆λ

μν ¼ 0 the torsion
two-form is given by

Ta
μν ¼

1

d − 1
ðeaνTμ − eaμTνÞ ¼ eaνAμ − eaμAν

¼ −ðea ∧ AÞμν ⇒ Ta ¼ A ∧ ea: ð2:34Þ

Then, the first Cartan structure equation gives

dea þ ωa
b ∧ eb ¼ A ∧ ea ¼dea þ ðωa

b − δabAÞ ∧ eb

¼ 0: ð2:35Þ

We can then define a new connection ω̂ab as

ω̂ab ¼ ωab − ηabA; ð2:36Þ

which is torsion-free

dea þ ω̂a
b ∧ eb ¼ 0; ð2:37Þ

but nonmetric, since ω̂ðabÞ ≠ 0. The trace part of the torsion
can thus always be shuffled into a Weyl vector and vice
versa. In the latter case, a Weyl structure gets translated into
a conformal structure [g] together with a torsionful con-
nection D which is compatible with [g],

Dμgνλ ¼ 0: ð2:38Þ

The torsion of D has only a trace part Tμ, and (2.38) is
invariant under the transformation (2.19), (2.20).
Finally, note that a duality between torsion and non-

metricity has also been discussed in [103] in a slightly
different context.

III. EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS WITH TORSION
AND NONMETRICITY

Let us now consider Einstein spaces with both torsion
and nonmetricity (we will call these Einstein-Cartan-Weyl
manifolds), and study the Weyl invariance of the corre-
sponding field equations.
With respect to Sec. II, we will in addition allow for a

nonmetricity tensor of the form (2.26), where ∇̂ has also
torsion. We are thus considering only the trace part of the
nonmetricity. The consequences of adding a traceless part
will be analyzed at the end of this section. The connection
Γ̂λ
μν of the Einstein-Cartan-Weyl manifold is given by

Γ̂λ
μν ¼ Γ̃λ

μν þ Nλ
μν; ð3:1Þ

where the Γ̃λ
μν are the Christoffel symbols, and the

distortion Nλ
μν reads

Nλμν ¼
1

2
ðTνλμ − Tλνμ − TμνλÞ þ

1

2
ðQλμν þQλνμ −QμλνÞ;

ð3:2Þ

that is, in the present context,

Nλμν ¼
1

2
ðT̆νλμ − T̆λνμ − T̆μνλÞ

þ 1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − gμλTνÞ þ Θλgμν − Θμgλν − Θνgλμ:

ð3:3Þ

The Ricci tensor of ∇̂, that is R̂ρν ¼ R̂μ
ρμν, is given in the

Appendix [see Eq. (A3)]. Note that one can also construct
another Ricci tensorRρν ¼ R̂μ

μρν (commonly referred to as
the homothetic curvature), since for nonmetric connections
the Riemann tensor is not necessarily antisymmetric in the
first two indices. In our case we have

Rρν ¼ dð∇νΘρ −∇ρΘνÞ; ð3:4Þ

and thus the Ricci scalar associated with the homothetic
curvature is identically zero. On the other hand, the
nonvanishing Ricci scalar is given by

R̂ ¼ gρνR̂ρν

¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞ
ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ

þ 1

4
T̆μνρT̆

μνρ −
1

2
T̆νρμT̆

μνρ þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞΘμΘμ

þ 2ðd − 1Þ∇μΘμ þ 2ð2 − dÞΘμTμ: ð3:5Þ

Observe that, if we define

Ťμ ≡ Tμ þ ðd − 1ÞΘμ; ð3:6Þ

the Ricci scalar (3.5) becomes

R̂ ¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞ
ðd − 1Þ2 ŤμŤ

μ þ 2∇μŤ
μ þ 1

4
T̆μνρT̆

μνρ

−
1

2
T̆νρμT̆

μνρ; ð3:7Þ

which corresponds to the Ricci scalar of a metric con-
nection with torsion [cf. Eq. (2.13)], whose trace part is
given by Ťμ.
We define an Einstein-Cartan-Weyl space by

R̂ðρνÞ ¼ λgρν ð3:8Þ

for some function λ. Using (A3), this can be rewritten in the
equivalent form,
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R̃ρν þ
1

d − 1
½ðd − 2Þ∇ðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞTμT̆ðρνÞμ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

4
T̆ρ

μσT̆νμσ −
1

2
T̆μσðρT̆νÞμσ −∇μT̆ðρνÞμ

þ ðd − 2ÞΘνΘρ þ ðd − 2Þ∇ðνΘρÞ þ
2ðd − 2Þ
d − 1

ΘðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞΘμT̆ðνρÞμ

¼ 1

d
gρν

�
R̃þ d − 2

d − 1
∇μTμ þ d − 2

ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ 1

4
T̆μτσT̆μτσ −

1

2
T̆μτσT̆τσμ

þ ðd − 2Þ∇μΘμ þ ðd − 2ÞΘμΘμ þ 2ðd − 2Þ
d − 1

ΘμTμ

�
; ð3:9Þ

which is a system of nonlinear partial differential equations
characterizing an Einstein-Cartan-Weyl manifold.

A. Extended conformal invariance of the
Einstein-Cartan-Weyl equations

Let us now discuss the extended conformal invariance of
(3.8). In an affine manifold such as an Einstein-Cartan-
Weyl one, the most general extended conformal (Weyl)
transformations involving an arbitrary scalar field ω ¼
ωðxÞ which leave the curvature tensor invariant are given
by (see [82])

gμν ↦ e2ωgμν;

Tλ
μν ↦ Tλ

μν þ 2ð1 − ξÞδλ½ν∂μ�ω;

Qλ
μν ↦ Qλ

μν − 2ξ∂μωδ
λ
ν; ð3:10Þ

where ξ denotes an arbitrary parameter that we are free to
include [82,85].6 In particular, for the one-forms Θ and T
and for T̆λ

μν we find

Θμ ↦ Θμ þ ξ∂μω;

Tμ ↦ Tμ þ ð1 − ξÞðd − 1Þ∂μω;

T̆λ
μν ↦ T̆λ

μν; ð3:11Þ

and the connection Γ̂ transforms according to

Γ̂ρ
μν ↦ Γ̂ρ

μν þ ð1 − ξÞδρν∂μω: ð3:12Þ

This ensures the invariance of the curvature tensor due
to its special projective invariance (see, for instance,
Refs. [86,87]).
Thus, for the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor and the

scalar curvature, one obtains respectively

R̂σ
ρμν ↦ R̂σ

ρμν; R̂ρν ↦ R̂ρν; R̂ ↦ e−2ωR̂: ð3:13Þ

Equation (3.8) implies R̂ ¼ λd, so that (3.8) is equivalent to

R̂ðρνÞ ¼
1

d
R̂gρν; ð3:14Þ

which is clearly invariant under the extended conformal
transformations written above.
Let us finally make some comments on two particular

cases, namely ξ ¼ 1 and ξ ¼ 0.
(i) For ξ ¼ 1 one has

Tμ ↦ Tμ; Θμ ↦ Θμ þ ∂μω: ð3:15Þ

Observe that (3.15) corresponds to the transforma-
tion (2.32), for Aμ ¼ Θμ, discussed in Sec. II in the
context of a Weyl structure (that is with nonmetricity
and zero torsion). Moreover, note that this is the only
case in which the connection is also invariant,
Γ̂ρ

μν ↦ Γ̂ρ
μν. In fact, setting ξ ¼ 1 into (3.10) and

(3.11) leads to a conformal transformation of the
metric in an affine space, namely a transformation
under which the metric tensor picks up a conformal
factor e2ω while the affine connection is left un-
changed (see Refs. [86,87]).

(ii) For ξ ¼ 0 we get the extended conformal trans-
formation discussed in [78] in the context of a
torsion theory which leads to a special projective
transformation for the connection. In particular, in
this case we have

Tμ ↦ Tμ þ ðd − 1Þ∂μω; Θμ ↦ Θμ; ð3:16Þ

which reproduces exactly the transformation in
(2.20) for Tμ discussed in Sec. II for manifolds
with torsion and vanishing nonmetricity, together
with

Γ̂ρ
μν ↦ Γ̂ρ

μν þ δρν∂μω; ð3:17Þ

which is a special projective transformation (3.17)
for the connection. On the other hand, let us observe

6Note that (3.10) implies that ∇̂μgνρ ¼ 2Θμgνρ transforms
covariantly.
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that the combination of the conformal metric trans-
formation in (3.10) plus the special projective trans-
formation (3.17) is called, according to [86,87], a
frame rescaling.

We can conclude that there are two unique transformations
which single out torsion or nonmetricity. This is in agree-
ment with [82]. Note that the same results could have been
obtained by considering (3.7), together with the definition
(3.6), that is by reabsorbing the nonmetricity and exploiting
the transformations of Sec. II for an Einstein-Cartan
manifold with torsion and vanishing nonmetricity.

B. Adding a traceless part to the nonmetricity tensor

In the following we extend the above analysis to include
a traceless part of the nonmetricity as well. Interestingly, in
the case where the latter is totally symmetric, it can be
viewed as representing a massless spin-3 field [104,105].
Thus, we decompose

Qλμν ¼ −2Θμgνλ þ Q̆λμν; ð3:18Þ
where Q̆ν

μν ¼ 0. Using (2.6) and (3.18) in (3.2), the
distortion becomes

Nλμν ¼
1

2
ðT̆νλμ − T̆λνμ − T̆μνλÞ þ

1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − gμλTνÞ

þ Θλgμν − Θμgλν − Θνgλμ þ
1

2
ðQ̆λμν þ Q̆λνμ − Q̆μλνÞ

¼ K̆νλμ þ
1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − gμλTνÞ þ Θλgμν − Θμgλν − Θνgλμ þ M̆λμν

¼ Kνλμ þMλμν; ð3:19Þ

where we defined the so-called disformation (also known as deflection tensor)

Mλμν ¼
1

2
ðQλμν þQλνμ −QμλνÞ

¼ Θλgμν − Θμgλν − Θνgλμ þ
1

2
ðQ̆λμν þ Q̆λνμ − Q̆μλνÞ

¼ Θλgμν − Θμgλν − Θνgλμ þ M̆λμν; ð3:20Þ

which is symmetric in the last two indices. K̆νλμ and M̆νλμ are respectively the traceless part of Kνλμ and Mνλμ,

K̆νλμ ¼
1

2
ðT̆νλμ − T̆λνμ − T̆μνλÞ; M̆νλμ ¼

1

2
ðQ̆λμν þ Q̆λνμ − Q̆μλνÞ: ð3:21Þ

From (3.1) one obtains for the connection

Γ̂λ
μν ¼ Γ̃λ

μν þ
1

2
ðT̆ν

λ
μ − T̆λ

νμ − T̆μν
λÞ þ 1

d − 1
ðgμνTλ − δμ

λTνÞ

þ Θλgμν − Θμδ
λ
ν − Θνδ

λ
μ þ

1

2
ðQ̆λ

μν þ Q̆λ
νμ − Q̆μ

λ
νÞ: ð3:22Þ

The explicit expression for the Ricci tensor R̂ρν of ∇̂ is given in the Appendix [see (A4)], and it contains extra
contributions from the traceless tensor Q̆λμν. The homothetic curvature is still given by (3.4), while the Ricci scalar is

R̂ ¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞ
ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ

þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞΘμΘμ þ 2ðd − 1Þ∇μΘμ þ 2ð2 − dÞΘμTμ

þ 1

4
ðT̆μνρT̆

μνρ − 2T̆μνρQ̆
μνρ þ Q̆μνρQ̆

μνρÞ − 1

2
ðT̆νρμT̆

μνρ þ T̆μνρQ̆
μνρ þ Q̆νρμQ̆

μνρÞ: ð3:23Þ

Observe that, by defining

Ťμ ≡ Tμ þ ðd − 1ÞΘμ; Ťμνρ ≡ T̆μνρ − Q̆μνρ; ð3:24Þ
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where Ťν
μν ¼ 0, and using the fact that the symmetries of T̆μνρ and Q̆μνρ imply

T̆νρμQ̆
μνρ ¼ 0; T̆μνρQ̆νρμ ¼ T̆μνρQ̆μρν; ð3:25Þ

one can show that the Ricci scalar (3.23) can be written as

R̂ ¼ R̃þ ðd − 2Þð1 − dÞ
ðd − 1Þ2 ŤμŤ

μ þ 2∇μŤ
μ þ 1

4
ŤμνρŤ

μνρ −
1

2
ŤνρμŤ

μνρ; ð3:26Þ

which corresponds to the Ricci scalar of a metric connection with nonvanishing torsion, whose trace and traceless parts are
now respectively given by Ťμ and Ťμνρ. This is analogous to the case in which one does not include a traceless contribution
for the nonmetricity, cf. Eq. (3.7).
As before, we define an Einstein-Cartan-Weyl space by Eq. (3.8), which becomes in the present context:

R̃ρν þ
1

d − 1
½ðd − 2Þ∇ðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞTμT̆ðρνÞμ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

4
T̆ρ

μσT̆νμσ −
1

2
T̆μσðρT̆νÞμσ −∇μT̆ðρνÞμ

þ ðd − 2ÞΘνΘρ þ ðd − 2Þ∇ðνΘρÞ þ
2ðd − 2Þ
d − 1

ΘðνTρÞ þ ðd − 3ÞΘμT̆ðνρÞμ

þ 2 − d
d − 1

TμQ̆μðνρÞ þ
d − 4

2ðd − 1ÞTμQ̆ρ
μ
ν − ðd − 2ÞΘμQ̆μðνρÞ þ

d − 4

2
ΘμQ̆ρ

μ
ν

−
1

4
Q̆μρσQ̆

μ
ν
σ þ 2∇μQ̆μðνρÞ −

1

2
∇μQ̆ν

μ
ρ þ

1

2
T̆μðρσQ̆μ

νÞσ þ
1

2
T̆μðρσQ̆νÞσμ − T̆ðρμσQ̆νÞμσ

¼ 1

d
gρν

�
R̃þ d − 2

d − 1
∇μTμ þ d − 2

ðd − 1Þ2 TμTμ þ ðd − 2Þ∇μΘμ þ ðd − 2ÞΘμΘμ þ 2ðd − 2Þ
d − 1

ΘμTμ

þ 1

4
ðT̆μτσT̆μτσ þ Q̆μτσQ̆μτσÞ −

1

2
ðT̆μτσT̆τσμ þ Q̆μτσQ̆τσμÞ − T̆μτσQ̆μτσ

�
; ð3:27Þ

which represents a system of nonlinear partial differential
equations characterizing an Einstein-Cartan-Weyl manifold
with the most general form of torsion and nonmetricity.
Finally, we can consider the transformations (3.10). In

particular, we have

Q̆λ
μν ↦ Q̆λ

μν: ð3:28Þ

For the curvature tensors one still has the transformation
laws given in (3.13), so that the Einstein-Cartan-Weyl
equations (3.8) are again invariant under extended con-
formal transformations for arbitrary parameter ξ.

IV. EINSTEIN-CARTAN ACTION AND SCALE
INVARIANT GRAVITY

Let us consider the action

S ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p
ϕ2ðR − κϕ

4
d−2Þ; ð4:1Þ

where R is the Ricci scalar (2.13) of a torsionful but metric
connection, ϕ denotes a scalar field, and κ is a constant.

Along the same lines of [85], (4.1) can be rewritten as

S ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p
ϕ2

�
R̃ −

d − 2

d − 1
TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ

þ 1

4
T̆μνρT̆

μνρ −
1

2
T̆νρμT̆

μνρ − κϕ
4

d−2

�
; ð4:2Þ

with R̃ the scalar curvature of the Levi-Civita connection.
One easily shows that (4.2) is invariant under

gμν ↦ e2ωgμν; ϕ ↦ e
2−d
2
ωϕ;

Tμ ↦ Tμ þ ðd − 1Þ∂μω; T̆λ
μν ↦ T̆λ

μν: ð4:3Þ
Using the traceless part of the contorsion defined in (3.21),
the action (4.2) becomes

S ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p
ϕ2

×

�
R̃ −

d − 2

d − 1
TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ − K̆νρμK̆

μνρ − κϕ
4

d−2

�
;

ð4:4Þ
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and its variation with respect to Tμ and K̆νρμ yields
respectively

Tμ ¼ −
2ðd − 1Þ
d − 2

∇μϕ

ϕ
; K̆μ½νρ� ¼ 0: ð4:5Þ

Notice that Tμ can be eliminated by an extended conformal
transformation and is thus pure gauge. Using the definition
(3.21) and the fact that the traceless part of the torsion is
antisymmetric in the last two indices, we get T̆μνρ ¼
2K̆μ½νρ� ¼ 0, and therefore also K̆μνρ ¼ 0, in agreement
with [79,85].
Varying the action (4.4) with respect to gμν and ϕ leads to

ϕ2

�
R̃μν −

1

2
gμνR̃

�
þ 2d
d − 2

∇μϕ∇νϕ − 2ϕ∇ν∇μϕ

þ 2gμνϕ∇ρ∇ρϕ −
2

d − 2
gμν∇ρϕ∇ρϕþ 1

2
gμνκϕ

2d
d−2 ¼ 0;

ð4:6aÞ

ϕR̃ −
4ðd − 1Þ
d − 2

∇ρ∇ρϕ −
d

d − 2
κϕ

dþ2
d−2 ¼ 0; ð4:6bÞ

where we have used the expression for Tν in (4.5) as well as
K̆μνρ ¼ 0. Observe that the trace of (4.6a) implies (4.6b),
which can be understood as a consequence of ϕ being
pure gauge.
Let us now consider the action

S ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p �
ϕ2R̃þ 4ðd − 1Þ

d − 2
∇μϕ∇μϕ − κϕ

2d
d−2

�
;

ð4:7Þ

which is called scale invariant (also known as conformal
gravity). It turns out that the equations of motion following
from (4.7) are precisely (4.6a) and (4.6b) obtained from
(4.4) after having used the expressions for the torsion. The
actions (4.1) and (4.7) describe thus the same dynamics.
Notice also that, plugging Tμ [cf. (4.5)] and K̆μνρ ¼ 0 into
(4.4), one gets, up to a surface term,7 the conformal gravity
action (4.7) (see also [85]).
One can also show that the action (4.1) implies that the

spacetime is Einstein with torsion, which is a completely
new result. To see this, observe that Eq. (4.6a) can be
rewritten as

R̃μν þ
2d

d − 2

∇μϕ∇νϕ

ϕ2
− 2

∇ν∇μϕ

ϕ
¼ 1

d
gμν

�
d
2
R̃ − 2d

∇ρ∇ρϕ

ϕ
þ 2d
d − 2

∇ρϕ∇ρϕ

ϕ2
−
d
2
κϕ

4
d−2

�
: ð4:8Þ

Using also (4.6b), this can be cast into the form

R̃μν þ
2d

d − 2

∇μϕ∇νϕ

ϕ2
− 2

∇μ∇νϕ

ϕ
¼ 1

d
gμν

�
R̃ − 2

∇ρ∇ρϕ

ϕ
þ 2d
d − 2

∇ρϕ∇ρϕ

ϕ2

�
: ð4:9Þ

On the other hand, consider the system (2.18) character-
izing an Einstein-Cartan manifold, and use the result (4.5)
for the trace part of the torsion as well as T̆μνρ ¼ 0. Then
(2.18) boils down precisely to (4.9).
Let us also observe that, as already mentioned in [85],

conformal (Weyl) invariance allows to rescale ϕ ↦ e
2−d
d ωϕ.

One can use this freedom to gauge fix ϕ ¼ 1=ð4 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πG

p Þ,
where G is Newton’s constant. Then the action (4.7)
becomes

S ¼ 1

16πG

Z
ddx

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p ðR̃ − 2ΛÞ; ð4:10Þ

where we chose κ ¼ 2Λð16πGÞ2=ðd−2Þ. The Einstein-
Hilbert action with cosmological constant can thus be
viewed as a gauge fixed version of the action (4.7).
Finally, let us recall that the trace part of the torsion can

also be interpreted as the trace part of the nonmetricity
(cf. Sec. II B). If we set the traceless part of the torsion to
zero, this leads to the action

S ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p
ϕ2ðW − κϕ

4
d−2Þ; ð4:11Þ

which is invariant under

gμν ↦ e2ωgμν; ϕ ↦ e
2−d
2
ωϕ; Θμ ↦ Θμ þ ∂μω:

ð4:12Þ

The variation of (4.11) with respect to Θμ yields

Θμ ¼ −
2

d − 2

∇μϕ

ϕ
: ð4:13Þ

Again, one can easily show that the actions (4.11) and (4.7)
describe the same dynamics. Equation (4.11) implies that
the spacetime is Einstein-Weyl, where the Weyl vector is
given by (4.13), and is thus pure gauge. Notice in this
context that there is no known action principle that leads to
the Einstein-Weyl equations with nonexact Weyl vector.
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V. EINSTEIN-HILBERT ACTION
COUPLED TO A THREE-FORM AS

EINSTEIN-CARTAN GRAVITY

The Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a three-form field
strength reads

S1 ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p �
R̃ −

1

12
HμνρHμνρ

�
; ð5:1Þ

where Hμνρ is given in terms of a gauge potential Bμν,

Hμνρ ¼ ∂μBνρ þ ∂νBρμ þ ∂ρBμν; Bμν ¼ −Bνμ: ð5:2Þ

The variation of (5.1) with respect to Bμν leads to

∇μHμνρ ¼ 0; ð5:3Þ

while varying gρν gives

R̃ρν −
1

2
gρνR̃þ 1

24
gρνHμτσHμτσ −

1

4
Hρ

μσHνμσ ¼ 0: ð5:4Þ

On the other hand, consider the system (2.18) satisfied by
an Einstein manifold with torsion. Assume that Tμ ¼ 0 and
take T̆μνρ to be completely antisymmetric. Then (2.18) boils
down to

R̃ρν −
1

4
T̆μσνT̆ρ

μσ ¼ 1

d
gρν

�
R̃ −

1

4
T̆μτσT̆μτσ

�
: ð5:5Þ

We would like to compare this with (5.4). To this end, take
the trace of (5.4), which leads to

R̃ ¼ d − 6

12ðd − 2ÞH
2; H2 ≡HμτσHμτσ: ð5:6Þ

Now subtract its trace part from (5.4) to obtain

R̃ρν −
1

d
gρνR̃ −

1

4
Hρ

μσHνμσ þ
1

4d
gρνH2 ¼ 0; ð5:7Þ

which coincides precisely with (5.5) if we identify Hμνρ ¼
T̆μνρ. The equations of motion following from (5.1) can
thus be interpreted as implying that the spacetime is
Einstein with skew-symmetric torsion Hμνρ satisfying
(5.3). Notice however that the equations (5.4) are more
restrictive than (5.5), since they contain in addition the trace
part (5.6), while (5.5) is traceless. This is somehow
reminiscent of hyper Cauchy-Riemann (hyper-CR, or
Gauduchon-Tod) spaces [106], where on top of the
(trace-free) Einstein-Weyl equations there is a constraint
on the scalar curvature.
Quite remarkably, the equations [(5.3) and (5.4)] can also

be retrieved from the constrained action,

S2 ¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p �
Rþ λμνρ

�
T̆μνρ −

1ffiffiffi
3

p ð∂μBνρ þ ∂νBρμ þ ∂ρBμνÞ
��

¼
Z

ddx
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g

p �
R̃ −

d − 2

d − 1
TμTμ þ 2∇μTμ þ 1

4
T̆μνρT̆

μνρ −
1

2
T̆νρμT̆

μνρ

þ λμνρ
�
T̆μνρ −

1ffiffiffi
3

p ð∂μBνρ þ ∂νBρμ þ ∂ρBμνÞ
��

; ð5:8Þ

where R denotes the scalar curvature of a torsionful but
metric connection [cf. (2.13)], λμνρ is a Lagrange multiplier,
and Bμν is antisymmetric. The variation of (5.8) with
respect to Tμ, Bμν, λμνρ, T̆μνρ and gμν gives respectively

Tμ ¼ 0; ∇μλ
½μνρ� ¼ 0; ð5:9Þ

T̆μνρ ¼
1ffiffiffi
3

p ð∂μBνρ þ ∂νBρμ þ ∂ρBμνÞ; ð5:10Þ

λμνρ ¼ 1

2
ðT̆νρμ þ T̆ρμν − T̆μνρÞ; ð5:11Þ

R̃μν −
1

2
gμνR̃þ 1

8
gμνT̆τρσT̆

τρσ −
3

4
T̆μ

τρT̆ντρ ¼ 0; ð5:12Þ

where we already used Tμ ¼ 0 in (5.12). Equation (5.10)
implies that the traceless part of the torsion is completely
antisymmetric, and thus (5.11) reduces to

λμνρ ¼ 1

2
T̆μνρ: ð5:13Þ

Plugging this into the last equation of (5.9) leads to

∇μT̆
μνρ ¼ 0: ð5:14Þ

Finally, using (5.10) in (5.14) and (5.12), one gets precisely
(5.3) and (5.4). The actions S1 and S2 describe therefore the
same dynamics.
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VI. DISCUSSION

Motivated by the interest in connections with torsion and
nonmetricity both from the physical and the mathematical
point of view, we first generalized here some results that
appeared previously in the literature. In particular, we
considered Einstein spaces with nonvanishing torsion that
has both a trace and a traceless part (Einstein-Cartan
manifolds), and showed that the resulting field equations
are invariant under extended conformal transformations.
We then compared our results to Einstein manifolds with
zero torsion but nonvanishing nonmetricity, where the latter
is given in terms of the Weyl vector Θμ (Einstein-Weyl
spaces). We saw that, if the traceless part of the torsion is set
to zero, then the system of partial differential equations
characterizing Einstein-Cartan spaces exactly coincides
with the Einstein-Weyl equations if the torsion trace Tμ

is replaced by ðd − 1ÞΘμ. Subsequently, we extended our
analysis to the case of Einstein manifolds with both torsion
and nonmetricity (Einstein-Cartan-Weyl spaces), allowing
for both a trace and a traceless part of the nonmetricity
tensor.
Moreover, we considered actions involving scalar cur-

vatures obtained from torsionful or nonmetric connections,
and investigated their relations with other gravitational
theories, obtaining completely new results in this context.
In particular, we analyzed a conformally (Weyl) invariant
action with torsion and its relation with scale invariant
gravity, which involves a scalar ϕ, and found that they
reproduce the same dynamics. Furthermore, we have
shown that the action (4.1) implies that the spacetime is
Einstein with torsion. Then, the Einstein-Hilbert action
coupled to a three-form field strengthHμνρ was considered,
and it was shown that its equations of motion imply that
the manifold is Einstein with skew-symmetric torsion.
Furthermore, it turned out that the equations of motion
of Einstein gravity coupled to a three-form may also be
retrieved from a constrained action that contains the scalar
curvature of a connection with torsion. Let us stress that in
this paper we concentrated on the vacuum, without con-
sidering the presence of matter.
Among the solutions to Einstein’s field equations,

Einstein spaces are of particular relevance in physics,
think for instance of the Kerr-(A)dS solution or of string
compactifications on e.g., Sasaki-Einstein manifolds. Since
nature could accommodate for torsion and nonmetricity, it
seems reasonable to generalize the concept of Einstein
spaces to torsionful and nonmetric connections.
The manifolds analyzed in this paper may also have

applications in the classification and physical study of
(fake) supersymmetric supergravity solutions in the same
way as Einstein-Weyl manifolds provide the base space for
fake supersymmetric solutions in de Sitter supergravity
[47–52]. Under the physical point of view, this analysis is
particularly relevant in higher dimensions, since, in d > 4,
it is highly nontrivial to determine whether a given near-

horizon geometry can be extended to a full black hole
solution (due to the fact that the strong uniqueness
theorems that hold in four dimensions [107–112] break
down and there exist different black holes with the same
asymptotic charges and different black hole solutions with
the same near-horizon geometry). Progress in classifying
near-horizon geometries can help to face this problem, as it
was proven in [51], where the authors, after having showed
that a class of solutions of minimal supergravity in five
dimensions is given by lifts of three-dimensional Einstein-
Weyl structures of hyper-CR type, considered the task of
reconstructing all supersymmetric solutions from such
near-horizon geometry, demonstrating that the moduli
space of infinitesimal supersymmetric transverse deforma-
tions of the near-horizon data is finite dimensional if the
spatial section of the horizon is compact.
Always in this context, a new result has recently been

obtained in [113], where it has been shown that the horizon
geometry for supersymmetric black hole solutions of min-
imal five-dimensional gauged supergravity is that of a
particular Einstein-Cartan-Weyl structure in three dimen-
sions, involving the trace and traceless part of both torsion
and nonmetricity, and obeying some precise constraint;
in the limit of zero cosmological constant, the set of
nonlinear partial differential equations characterizing this
Einstein-Cartan-Weyl structure reduces to that of a hyper-CR
Einstein-Weyl structure in the Gauduchon gauge, which was
shown in [51] to be the horizon geometry in the ungauged
BPS (Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommefield) case.
The analysis of this paper might also be extended in

other directions. In particular, it would be interesting to
generalize the construction of [88] concerning the Chern-
Simons formulation of three-dimensional gravity involving
torsion and nonmetricity, and the recent results presented in
[114] in the context of double field theory. One could also
investigate possible generalizations of [104,105].
On the other hand, a future development of our work

may consist in possible generalizations of the Jones-Tod
correspondence [54] between self-dual conformal four-
manifolds with a conformal vector field and Abelian
monopoles on Einstein-Weyl spaces in three dimensions.
Especially one could ask whether Einstein-Cartan-Weyl
manifolds can arise in a similar way by symmetry reduction
from higher dimensions.
Finally, a further direction for future research would be a

geometrical investigation of the results on unconventional
supersymmetry presented recently in [115], where torsion
plays a fundamental role, under the perspective devel-
oped here.
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APPENDIX: RIEMANN AND RICCI TENSORS

The Riemann tensor of the Einstein-Cartan connection Γλ
μν introduced in Sec. II reads

Rλ
ρμν ¼ ∂μΓλ

νρ − ∂νΓλ
μρ þ Γλ

μσΓσ
νρ − Γλ

νσΓσ
μρ

¼ R̃λ
ρμν þ

1

d − 1
½gρν∇μTλ − gρμ∇νTλ þ δμ

λ∇νTρ − δν
λ∇μTρ�

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
δν

λTσð−T̆σμρ þ T̆μρσ − T̆ρμσÞ þ
1

2
δμ

λTσð−T̆σνρ þ T̆νρσ þ T̆ρνσÞ
�

þ 1

d − 1
½TλT̆ρμν − TρT̆

λ
μν�

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
Tσ½gνρðT̆σ

λ
μ þ T̆λ

μσ þ T̆μ
λ
σÞ − gμρðT̆σ

λ
ν þ T̆λ

νσ þ T̆ν
λ
σÞ�

�

þ 1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½gνρTμTλ − gμρTνTλ þ ðgρμδνλ − gρνδμλÞTσTσ þ TρðδμλTν − δν
λTμÞ�

þ 1

4
½T̆λ

ν
σT̆μρσ þ T̆μρ

σðT̆σ
λ
ν þ T̆ν

λ
σÞ − T̆σμρðT̆σλ

ν þ T̆λ
ν
σ þ T̆ν

λσÞ þ ðT̆λ
ν
σ þ T̆ν

λσÞT̆ρμσ�

þ 1

4
½T̆σ

λ
νT̆ρμ

σ − T̆ρ
λ
μðT̆νρ

σ þ T̆ρν
σÞ þ T̆σνρðT̆σλ

μ þ T̆λ
μ
σ þ T̆μ

λσÞ�

−
1

4
½ðT̆λ

μ
σ þ T̆μ

λσÞðT̆νρσ þ T̆ρνσÞ�

þ 1

2
½∇μT̆

λ
νρ þ∇μT̆ν

λ
ρ þ∇μT̆ρ

λ
ν −∇νT̆

λ
μρ −∇νT̆μ

λ
ρ −∇νT̆ρ

λ
μ�; ðA1Þ

where R̃λ
ρμν and ∇ denote respectively the Riemann tensor and the covariant derivative of the Levi-Civita connection. The

first line of (A1) follows from the definition ½Dμ; Dν�ωρ þ Tσ
μνDσωρ ¼ −Rλ

ρμνωλ, where D denotes the connection with
coefficients Γ. The corresponding Ricci tensor is given by

Rρν ¼ Rμ
ρμν ¼ R̃ρν þ

1

d − 1
½gρν∇μTμ þ ðd − 2Þ∇νTρ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ð2 − dÞgνρTμTμ þ ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
Tμ½ð2 − dÞðT̆μνρ − T̆νρμÞ þ ðd − 4ÞT̆ρνμ�

�

þ 1

4
T̆ν

μσT̆ρμσ þ
1

2
ðT̆μνσT̆ρ

μσ þ∇μT̆
μ
νρ −∇μT̆νρ

μ −∇μT̆ρν
μÞ: ðA2Þ

On the other hand, the Ricci tensor of the Einstein-Cartan-Weyl connection Γ̂λ
μν introduced in Sec. III is

R̂ρν ¼ R̂μ
ρμν ¼ R̃ρν þ

1

d − 1
½gρν∇μTμ þ ðd − 2Þ∇νTρ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ð2 − dÞgνρTμTμ þ ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
Tμ½ð2 − dÞðT̆μνρ − T̆νρμÞ þ ðd − 4ÞT̆ρνμ�

�

þ 1

4
T̆ν

μσT̆ρμσ þ
1

2
ðT̆μνσT̆ρ

μσ þ∇μT̆
μ
νρ −∇μT̆νρ

μ −∇μT̆ρν
μÞ

þ ðd − 2ÞΘνΘρ þ ð2 − dÞΘμΘμgνρ þ gνρ∇μΘμ þ ðd − 1Þ∇νΘρ −∇ρΘν

þ 1

d − 1
½ðd − 2ÞΘρTν þ ðd − 2ÞΘνTρ þ 2ð2 − dÞgνρΘμTμ�

þ d − 2

2
ΘμðT̆μνρ − T̆νρμÞ þ

d − 4

2
ΘμT̆ρνμ; ðA3Þ

where ∇ denotes again the Levi-Civita connection.
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Finally, adding a traceless part to the nonmetricity tensor, we have that the Ricci tensor of ∇̂ reads, explicitly,

R̂ρν ¼ R̂μ
ρμν ¼ R̃ρν þ

1

d − 1
½gρν∇μTμ þ ðd − 2Þ∇νTρ� þ

1

ðd − 1Þ2 ½ð2 − dÞgνρTμTμ þ ðd − 2ÞTνTρ�

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
Tμ½ð2 − dÞðT̆μνρ − T̆νρμÞ þ ðd − 4ÞT̆ρνμ�g

þ 1

4
T̆ν

μσT̆ρμσ þ
1

2
ðT̆μνσT̆ρ

μσ þ∇μT̆
μ
νρ −∇μT̆νρ

μ −∇μT̆ρν
μÞ

þ ðd − 2ÞΘνΘρ þ ð2 − dÞΘμΘμgνρ þ gνρ∇μΘμ þ ðd − 1Þ∇νΘρ −∇ρΘν

þ 1

d − 1
½ðd − 2ÞΘρTν þ ðd − 2ÞΘνTρ þ 2ð2 − dÞgνρΘμTμ�

þ d − 2

2
ΘμðT̆μνρ − T̆νρμÞ þ

d − 4

2
ΘμT̆ρνμ

þ 1

d − 1

�
1

2
Tμ½ð2 − dÞðQ̆μνρ þ Q̆νρμÞ þ ðd − 4ÞQ̆ρμν�

�

−
d − 2

2
ΘμðQ̆μνρ þ Q̆νρμÞ þ

d − 4

2
ΘμQ̆ρμν

−
1

4
Q̆μρσQ̆

μ
ν
σ þ 1

2
ðQ̆ν

μσQ̆ρμσ − Q̆ν
μσQ̆ρσμ −∇μQ̆ν

μ
ρ þ∇μQ̆νρ

μ þ∇μQ̆ρν
μÞ

þ 1

2
T̆μ

ρ
σQ̆μνσ −

1

2
T̆ρ

μσQ̆νμσ −
1

2
T̆ν

μσQ̆ρμσ þ
1

2
T̆μ

ν
σðQ̆ρσμ − Q̆ρμσÞ; ðA4Þ

which, indeed, now contains extra contributions from the traceless tensor Q̆λμν.
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